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Introduction

The Department for Digital, Culture, Media 
and Sport (DCMS) seeks applications for 
the appointment of Chair to the Reviewing 
Committee on the Export of Works of Art 
and Objects of Cultural Interest. This briefing 
pack will guide you through the role of 
the Committee and its members, and the 
application process.

The Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, 
Media and Sport is responsible for making 
this appointment in accordance with the 
Cabinet Office’s Governance Code on Public 
Appointments. The appointments process 
is regulated by the Commissioner for Public 
Appointments. The Department for Digital, 
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) will manage 
the appointment process with support from 
Arts Council England.

DCMS is committed to eliminating 
discrimination and advancing equality of 
opportunity in its public appointments. 
We particularly encourage applicants 
from underrepresented groups, those 
based outside London and the South-
East, and applicants who have achieved 
success through non-traditional educational 
routes. This ensures that boards of public 
bodies benefit from a full range of diverse 
perspectives and are representative of the 
people they serve.
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Lobster Telephone (White Aphrodisiac), mid-20th Century, Salvador Dalí and Edward James
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The work of the Reviewing 
Committee on the Export 
of Works of Art and Objects 
of Cultural Interest

The Committee is a non-statutory, 
independent advisory body whose main role 
is to advise the Secretary of State whether 
a cultural object which is the subject of an 
export licence is of national importance under 
the ‘Waverley criteria’. These are as follows:

History 

Is it closely 
connected 
with our 
history and 
national life?

Waverley 1

Aesthetics

Is it of 
outstanding 
aesthetic 
importance?  

Waverley 2

Scholarship

Is it of 
outstanding 
significance for 
the study of 
some particular 
branch of art, 
learning or 
history?

Waverley 3

The Committee reaches a view on the merits 
of any object which one of the Secretary of

State’s expert advisers refers to it. If the 
Committee finds that an item meets at least 
one of the Waverley criteria, it will recommend 
to the Secretary of State that the decision on 
the export licence should be deferred for a 
specified period. This will allow institutions and 
private individuals in the UK a chance to raise 
the money to purchase the item to enable it to 
remain in this country.

In 2018-19 & 2019-20, 45 cases were 
considered by the Committee, with 35 of 
these recommended for deferral. In all, 12 
items worth £7.6m were saved for collections 
throughout the UK. (For Annual Reports of 

these and earlier years see https://www.
artscouncil.org.uk/supporting-collections-and-
cultural-property/rcewa-annualreports).

The activity of the Reviewing Committee 
has significant public impact. The objects 
saved for the nation in 2018-19 and 2019-
20 demonstrate the breadth of material 
considered by the Committee and the range of 
public collections and audiences who benefit 
from their work. 

In 2018-19 six cases resulted in acquisitions by 
public collections in the UK: 

• A pair of Champagne Standard Lamps, 
Salvador Dalí and Edward James – 
purchased by the Victoria and Albert 
Museum

• The Spanish Armada in the Year 1588 
– purchased by the National Museums 
Northern Ireland 

• Trumpeters by Nainsukh of Guler – 
purchased by the British Museum

• Walton Bridges by Joseph Mallord 
William Turner – purchased by the 
Norfolk Museums Service

• A double-manual harpsichord by Joseph 
Mahoon – purchased by Gainsborough’s 
House, Sudbury

• A tear-shaped Bidri tray – purchased by 
the Victoria and Albert Museum

One case resulted in an acquisition by a UK 
university:

• The notebooks of Sir Charles Lyell – 
purchased by Edinburgh University
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In 2019-20, four cases resulted in acquisitions 
by public collections in the UK: 
• Manuscript of poetry by John Donne – 

purchased by the British Library
• A large anthropomorphic crab by the 

Martin Brothers – purchased by The Box, 
Plymouth

• A sledge and flag from Shackleton’s 
Nimrod Expedition – purchased by 
National Maritime Museum and the 
Scott Polar Research Institute, Cambridge

• Collected scientific works in Latin by 
Lewis of Caerleon – purchased by the 
British Library 

One case resulted in an acquisition by a UK 
university:
• Judge’s annotated copy of Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover – purchased by the 
University of Bristol

2022 marks the 70th anniversary of the 
Waverley Report (1952) which led to the 
founding of the Committee. This is an 
occasion to celebrate and communicate 
widely the work of the Committee and its 
public impact. It is also an opportunity to 
take stock and ensure the Committee’s work 
remains relevant and responsive moving 
forward amid changes in wider society and 
the cultural sector. This builds on recent work 
to introduce the ‘binding offers’ process which 
became law on 1st January 2021 aimed at 
enabling more items to find homes across  
the UK.

About DCMS 
Our department operates at the heart of 
government on some of the UK’s biggest 
economic and social issues. Our mission is 

to drive growth, enrich lives and promote the 
UK to the world. We champion innovation 
and creativity. From the arts to artificial 
intelligence, a quarter of UK businesses 
are in our sectors, and are among the 
fastest growing of our economy. Emerging 
technology is opening up new possibilities for 
human endeavour and self-expression. But 
we need to harness it, create new norms a 
new normal for the online world and build a 
strong civil society so that the benefits are 
shared by all. Our actions over more than 25 
years of DCMS have has become woven into 
the fabric of our nation. Today we continue to 
shape the world we want to live in – building a 
future fit for everyone.

DCMS is a ministerial department, supported 
by 45 agencies and public bodies.

Secretariat
Arts Council England (Museums & Cultural 
Property team) provides the Secretariat and 
administrative support for the Committee and 
hosts the latter’s webpages on its website.

Arts Council England passionately believes 
that our nation’s collections, held in 
organisations of many types and sizes across 
the country, are an unmatched cultural 
asset. It is essential that they are developed 
and cared for, celebrated and protected, 
so they can be enjoyed by as many people 
as possible. This is both a privilege and a 
challenge, which is why we provide standards, 
funding and advocacy and deliver schemes to 
help in meeting these responsibilities. Where 
possible, we work to keep items of particular 
cultural significance in the UK. This includes 
reviewing items due for export and offering 
tax incentives for individuals and organisations 
that want to purchase cultural goods.

The Spanish Armada in the Year 1588: a miniature painting in Gouche heightened with gold, within gold framing lines on panel depicting the failed invasion 
of England by Spain’s ‘invincible Armada’. © National Museums NI, Collection Ulster Museum
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About the role and who 
we’re looking for

We are looking to appoint a Chair to the 
Reviewing Committee on the Export of Works 
of Art and Objects of Cultural Interest

The role of the Committee 

The Committee consists of eight permanent 
members, seven of whom have particular 
expertise in one or more subject areas such 
as paintings, furniture, and manuscripts, and a 
Chair. Its terms of reference are as follows:

• To advise on the principles which should 
govern the control of export of objects of 

cultural interest under the Export Control 
Act 2002 and on the operation of the 
export control system generally;

• To advise the Secretary of State on all 
cases where refusal of an export licence for 
an object of cultural interest is suggested 
on grounds of national importance;

• To advise in cases where a special 
Exchequer grant is needed towards the 
purchase of an object that would otherwise 
be exported.

A flag from Shackleton’s Nimrod Expedition; early 20th century flag with three broad stripes and badge
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At each meeting they are usually joined 
by three independent assessors who are 
chosen for their knowledge of the object 
under consideration. The Expert Adviser 
(usually a director, senior keeper or curator 
in a national museum or gallery), submits 
a written statement as to why they believe 
the object’s departure from the UK would 
be a misfortune because it satisfies one or 
more of the Waverley criteria. The Applicant 
is also invited to submit a written statement 
giving reasons why, in their opinion, the 
object’s departure from the UK would not be 
a misfortune. Having carefully examined the 
object, the committee as a whole discuss the 
arguments put forward by all parties and take 
an objective view on its national importance 
in order to provide advice to the Secretary of 
State.

The person

The successful candidate must be able to 
demonstrate:

• The ability to be an effective Chair, based 
on sound leadership abilities, and relevant 
previous experience with committees or 
in a similar collegiate situation; to Chair 
meetings in person, virtually, or hybrid;

• A thorough understanding of and a clear 
commitment to delivery of the Committee’s 
remit, including familiarity with the legal 
issues related to the Committee’s work;

• An interest in the UK’s movable cultural 
heritage, a broad understanding of 
its variety and range and the issues 
surrounding its protection;

• An ability to assess objectively and lead 
the Committee to come to an evidenced 
judgement on whether cultural objects 
brought before the Reviewing Committee 
meet the Waverley criteria;

• An acknowledgement of art’s important 
role in teaching us about our past and 
the need sometimes to contextualise or 
reinterpret, but never erase;

• The ability to act as a credible advocate for 
the Committee and liaise with DCMS and 
ACE Communications teams;

• A strong commitment to engaging 
communities outside of London, and 
factoring UK-wide perspectives into all 
decision making;.

• An openness to review and new ways 
of working, in the context of continuous 
improvement and an ongoing commitment 
to ensure the scheme works effectively and 
efficiently for all stakeholders.

Location of meetings

Central London. These are held remotely 
at present, with a view to establish hybrid 
meetings. Meetings are usually arranged 
to coincide with an opportunity to view the 
object/s under consideration.

Time Commitment

Approximately 10 to 12 meetings a year 
(usually held on a Wednesday of each month) 
which may last up to a day. In addition, the 
Chair will need to put aside time to consider 
casework and policy issues and liaise with  
the Secretariat, entailing a possible further  
8 hours per month.

Term of Appointment

Committee members are appointed for a term 
of 4 years.

Remuneration

This post is not salaried. However, Committee 
members’ travel expenses, incurred through 
attending meetings, are paid in line with Arts 
Council policy.

How to apply

To apply, please send:

• a CV of not more than two sides of A4

• a supporting statement of not more than 
two sides of A4, providing examples and 
setting out how you meet the criteria

• The Diversity Monitoring Form concerning 
your personal information and political 
activity, and the Declaration of Interests 
Form.
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Completed applications should be emailed to: 
publicappointments@dcms.gov.uk. Please put 
‘RCEWA – Chair’ in the Subject line.

If you have any questions about the 
appointments process, please contact  
lucy.allinson@dcms.gov.uk

If you would like to speak about the role itself, 
please contact Sarah Posey on 
sarah.posey@artscouncil.org.uk

Diversity and inclusion 

DCMS is committed to equality of opportunity 
and is committed to ensuring that public 
appointments better represent the views 
of the communities which they serve. 
We particularly encourage applicants from 
underrepresented groups, those based 
outside London and the South-East and 
applicants who have achieved success 
through non-traditional educational routes. We 
want to ensure any appointee is committed 
to promoting diversity, in its broadest 
possible sense. This will include embedding 
a commitment to the principles of levelling 
up and championing opportunity for all across 
the organisation, helping to ensure that the 
organisation is one in which a genuinely 
diverse range of views can be expressed.

We ask all applicants to complete a diversity 
monitoring form. We hope you will help us 
by providing this information. Your data is 
not disclosed to the panel, but allows us to 
constantly evaluate any potential barriers to 
becoming a public appointee and what we 
can do to encourage a more diverse field to 
apply.

Disability confident

We guarantee to interview anyone with 
a disability whose application meets the 
minimum criteria for the role. By ‘minimum 
criteria,’ we mean that you must provide 
evidence in your application, which 
demonstrates that you meet the level of 
competence required under each of the 
essential criteria.

If you wish to apply under this scheme, state 
this in the covering email or letter when 
submitting your application. This will in no way 
prejudice your application.

A sledge from Shackleton’s Nimrod Expedition; early 20th century 
wooden sledge

Reasonable adjustments

If you would like a confidential discussion 
regarding any reasonable adjustments ahead 
of making your application or during the 
process, please contact us.

If you’re not completely satisfied

We aim to process all applications as quickly 
as possible and to treat all applicants with 
courtesy. If you have any complaints about the 
way your application has been handled, please 
contact publicappointments@dcms.gov.uk
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Supporting information

This appointments process adheres to the 
Cabinet Office Governance Code on Public 
Appointments, which is regulated by the 
Commissioner for Public Appointments. 

All applicants are expected to abide by the 
Seven Principles of Public Life. 

The Committee’s webpages are here. 

The most recent Reviewing Committee 
Annual Report (a 2018-29 & 2019-20 double 
issue) can be found here. 

Eligibility criteria

You cannot be considered for a public 
appointment if:

• you become bankrupt or make an 
arrangement with a creditor

• your estate has been sequestrated 
in Scotland or you enter into a debt 
arrangement programme under Part 1 of 
the Debt Arrangement and Attachment 
(Scotland) Act 2002 (asp 17) as the debtor 
or have, under Scots law, granted a trust 
deed for creditors;

• you are disqualified from acting as a 
company director under the Company 
Director Disqualification Act 1986; 

• you have been convicted of a criminal 
offence, the conviction not being spent 
for the purposes of the Rehabilitation of 
Offenders Act 1974 (c. 53);

• you become subject to a debt relief order 
or a bankruptcy restrictions order;

• you fail to declare any conflict of interest.

Conflicts of Interest and Due Diligence

If you have any interests that might be 
relevant to the work of RCEWA, and which 
could lead to a real or perceived conflict of 
interest if you were to be appointed, please 
provide details in your application. If you 
have queries about this and would like to 
discuss further please contact the Public 
Appointments Team.

Given the nature of public appointments, it is 
important that those appointed as members 
of public bodies maintain the confidence 
of Parliament and the public. If there are 
any issues in your personal or professional 
history that could, if you were appointed, 
be misconstrued, cause embarrassment, or 
cause public confidence in the appointment 
to be jeopardised, it is important that you 
bring them to the attention of the Advisory 
Assessment Panel and provide details of the 
issue(s) in your application. In considering 
whether you wish to declare any issues, you 
should also reflect on any public statements 
you have made, including through social 
media.

As part of our due diligence checks we will 
consider anything in the public domain related 
to your conduct or professional capacity. 
This will include us undertaking searches 
of previous public statements and social 
media, blogs or any other publicly available 
information. This information may be made 
available to the Advisory Assessment Panel 
and they may wish to explore issues with 
you should you be invited to interview. The 
information may also be shared with ministers 
and the Cabinet Office.

Expenses

Expenses incurred by external candidates 
during the recruitment process will not 
be reimbursed, except in exceptional 
circumstances, and only when agreed in 
advance.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/578498/governance_code_on_public_appointments_16_12_2016.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/578498/governance_code_on_public_appointments_16_12_2016.pdf
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/supporting-collections-and-cultural-property/reviewing-committee#section-1
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/publication/export-objects-cultural-interest-2018–19-and-2019–20

